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Abstract
Not manyyears ago, HilIegeist and Epstein, from Gallaudet University, wrote that 'whiIethere
is noquestionthat the increase indifficulty of the mathematicalconcepts is an important factor in
mathe~atical comprehensiona~here seemsto exist aneffect oncomprehensionspecificallyrelated
to language.The specialrole of languageinmathematics isa factor' inthe educationalsuccessof deaf
students. However,they add that at this point (1987), the nature of the languageeffect is not
completelyclear. (Hillegeist&Epstein, 1987). Readingthis statement led meto the purposeof this
project, which is to review literature that willexamine the areas of critical period and language
developmentof deaf children: core knowledgeand cognitivedevelopmentwith regard to the impact
on deaf students and mathematical instruction: and deaf students' mathematicalprogress based on
the NationalCouncilfor Teacher's of Mathematicsstandards (NCTM).Focusis onthe critical period
for languageacquisition, core knowledgeand current mathematical instruction methods of deaf
students to analyzethe consequencesfor deaf education inthe area of mathematics.
The importanceof early languageacquisitionisnoted.AIternative ideasandobservationsfrom
contemporaryresearch related directly to: the uniqueconnectionbetweencognitivedevelopmentand
language acquisition: the construction of knowledge by children, and NCTMstandards are summarized
regarding learningmathematics. The goal is to synthesize the most current literature and perhaps
suggest waysinwhicheducators of the deaf can contribute to the developmentof the higher-order
processingand cognitiveskillsnecessary for their successfulpost-secondary study of mathematics.
Statement of the problem
Research has been publishedregardingthe critical periodand languagedevelopmentof deaf
children; the impact of languageacquisition on learning for deaf students; core knowledgeand
cognitivedevelopment;the important connectionbetween languagedevelopmentand mathematical
instruction; and deaf students' mathematicalprogress based on the NationalCouncilfor Teacher's
of Mathematics standards (NCTM).However,research from these various venueshave not been
synthesized ina cohesivemanneras to assist professionals teaching mathematics to deaf students.
Importance of the problem
Several studies have revealed that languageacquisitionand understanding of languagewill
impactthe student's ability to learn,especiallyinthe area of mathematics. Related research hasalso
demonstrated that the readingcomprehensionskillsof deaf students remainconsiderablylowerthan
those of their hearingpeers (Bochner,J.H. &Albertini, J.A., 2001). Additionally,inthe Master of
Science Secondary Education program at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, which
prepares teachers of the deaf for certification, students learn that language development is
problematic for deaf students and has the potential to impact learning. Unfortunately, despite all
our efforts, deaf students continue to lag behind their hearingpeers in languagedevelopmentand
mathematics.
Languageis crucial for the developmentof mathematicalskills. Accordingto Powers,Gregory
&Thoutenhofd,a delay indeaf children'sabilities ina numberof mathematicalconcepts has been noted
(Powers,Gregory&Thoutenhofd,1998). Giventhe findingsof recent research regardingthe language
developmentof writing across the mathematics curriculum,I believe the synthesized research will
show: languagedevelopmentis dependent on input, manydeaf students experience Englishlanguage
II
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development similarto "Englishas a second language-students, mathematical learningis different for
deaf students andaneducationalprogrambased onlanguagedevelopment,andthat anapproachutilizing
the correlation between the spatial nature of AmericanSign languageand the spatial nature of
mathematics isessential inorder that the mathematicaladvancementof deaf students be comparable
to that of their hearingpeers. The research implicatesthe need to answer the question:Is there a





Languageis defined in many ways; however,according to Susan Fischer, "languageis an
abstract system that can usea variety of meansof expressionandcomprehension-(Fischer,S., 1998).
NoamChomskydefines knowinga languageas meaningbeingable to produce an infinite numberof
sentences never spokenbefore (Chomsky,1968). For the purposesof this review,spokendoes not
necessarily meanoral, but perhaps voicedor spokenthrough sign language.
Chomskyproposes that the mechanismof languageacquisition formulates from "innate
processes and all children share the same internal constraints, which characterize narrowlythe
grammarthey are goingto construct-. Accordingto Chomsky,the "mechanismfor languageacquisition
is innate-. Muchof his workon languageis inrelation to the principlethat all childrengo through the
samestages of language,regardless of the languagethey are learning.Furthermore, Chomskybelieves
that there is a critical age for learninglanguagesimilarto overalldevelopmentof the humanbody
(ThomasJefferson HighSchool,2000).
Chomskystates that languageis essential for the expressionof thought. Heconsiders "the
study of languageto be the study of the essence of humanbeings-,because he considers languagea
distinctive quality of mind,uniqueto humans. His beliefs about humanessence lead to his beliefs
about generative grammar. He believesthat "generativegrammar must render explicit the implicit
knowledgeof the speaker-. He proposes that individualsspontaneouslycomprehendthat certain
combinationsof three wordsmakesense. Heprovidesseveral examplesto makehis point: "weate
lunch,John eats cake, Jules lovesChloe-.Childrenstart withsmall2-3 wordconstructs to buildmore
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meaningfullanguage.Childrentend to fine-tune their syntactic structures duringtheir early school
years. Their vocabularywill increase and they will developan evaluationprocedure which,given
possible grammars, they will be able to select the right one. Throughout a child's early years,
researchers havenoticed an increaseand complexityof their linguisticrepertoire andthe use of this
repertoire for conversationand written narration (Chomksy,1986).
In addition to mastering newforms of language,Chomskystates that children learn to use
these and existing structures to communicatemore effectively. The acquisition of languageis a
process of selecting the best grammar compatible with the available data. The awareness that
enables the languageuser to think about and reflect about languageis metalinguistics. As children
progress in metalinguistics, their ability to think about language in the abstract is reflected in their
reading and writing development (Chomksy,1986). Language development is developmental in nature
and followsa sequenceoutlined in Table 1.
Citingthe workof James Woodward,Susan Fischer states that one indicationof a critical
period for languageacquisition,whichincludessignlanguageacquisition,comesfrom research onthe
acquisition of American Sign Language (Woodward, J., 1978). Woodward found, and Fischer agreed,
that people who learn to sign prior to age six had more constructs with which to work, than people who
learn to sign after age six (Fischer,S., 1998, Woodward,J., 1978). If a child's ability to acquire
languagebegins to declineafter age six, this couldhave serious implicationsfor deaf students who
do not haveeffective modesof communicationby this age.
Languageuse,or pragmatics, isthe area of our most important linguisticgrowth duringschool-
age years. Youngchildren do not experience decentration (the process of movingfrom rigid, one-
2
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dimensional descriptionof an object) untilthey are closer to puberty. Accordingto linguists,language
development is becoming less flexible by this age. If a child does not experience early language ./
developmen:t,their ability to recognize that there are multidimensional,manypossibleperspectivesI
on any given topiC)will be severely impaired (Owens, Ed., 1992).
Fischer states that if there exists a critical period for manyaspects of language acquisition,
then childrenwhoare not exposed to a first languageby schoolage willnot fullymaster their first
or perhaps any language. Fischer cites two examplesfor the critical period for the developmentof
behaviors,talents and evenideas but adds that whilebehaviorispredetermined, it must be activated
by somethingintheir environment.Oneof the stories Fischer tells is of ethnologist, KonradLorenz's
observationof a flockof graylaggeese. Whenthe goslingshatched, their first encounter wasLorenz.
They imprintedonto Lorenz and followedhimas if he were their mother. Therefore, for graylag
geese the critical period is withinminutesof hatching(Fischer, 1998).
Althoughlinguistsbelievechildrenare bornwithan innateendowmentfor language,the ability
to learna particular languagemust be activated early and children must haveaccessible exposure to
that language. Additionally,Fischer states that there is an age after which languagewillonlybe
learned through explicit instruction (Fischer, S., 1998). Vygotskyagreed, as he saw languageand
thought to have independentorigins. Heemphasizedthe existence of intellect occurringbefore or
without speech. Accordingly,Vygotskystates that "speechoccurs without or before intellect-, such
as whenbabiesbabbleandparrots imitate (Schutz, 2002). Fischerfoundthat despite analmosttotal
lack of formal instruction, children acquire the core grammar of their first languagealmost
effortlessly byaroundage five (Fischer,1998). Therefore, there is an importantperiod,early inlife,
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that language, in either spoken or signed, must be stimulated for the innate properties to obtain
greatest benefit.
We need to consider both spakenand signed languagedevelopmentinorder to discuss deaf
education. As previouslystated, early languagedevelopment is critical. There has been much
discussionabout the exact age of the critical period, however,thirty years ago, inresponse to the
work of Chomsky,Erich Lenneberg argued that the critical period for languageacquisition was
approximatelyaround the age of puberty. A numbers of studies Lenneberg reviewed found that
children with little or no languageexposure prior to puberty never fully developedany language.
Lenneberg,as Fischer and others have found, noted children with "minimalexposure to language
before puberty couldnever makeupfor that initialdeficit-. Citingthe workof Woodward,Fischer
agrees that second languageacquisitionis less problematicprior to puberty. Fischer states that the
research suggests second-language acquisition is muchmore available and possible for people whohave
a first-language, largelybecause they have the foundation of the first languageon whichto build
(Fischer,S., 1998).
V/ I
Citingon earlier reviewwith Mayberry, Mayberry and Fische,lrevieweda series of studies
that examined the processes of AmericanSign Language(ASL)by native and non-nativesigners.
Mayberryand Fischer foundthat the nativesigners(nativeisdefined as first languageacquiredprior
to age five), out performed non-native signers. Fischer also cites the work of Woodward's research
from the early 1970's, inwhichWoodardstates that peoplewholearned to signprior to age six hod
more constraints with whichto work when compared to those who learned to sign after age six
(Fischer,S., 1998). Fischer concurs. With what Chomsky,Fischer and Owens are saying about
4
language,decentration and descriptors, we need to examinethe potential for learningconsequences
for all children,especiallychildren lackingthe educational foundationof a first language.
La"9uageDevelopmentof Deaf and Hard of Heari"9 Students
Fischer asks the next logicalquestion,"what about signed languages.? If there is a critical
period for learningsign languageas Woodwardproposes,then there are a numberof consequences
facing educators. Besides the work of Woodward, Fischer also cites Mindeland Vernon and Geer and
Schick, whostate another indicationof a critical period for sign languagecomesfrom deaf children
wholearnto signfrom their deaf parents. Childrenwhoare exposedto signedlanguagefrom an early
age (birth) showenhancedacquisitionof Englishas wellas speechreadingskills.These children are"
experiencingearly languageacquisition(Fischer, 1988). / 'f'<?t , I
/
/
These findingsmayhave as muchto do with all that deaf chiIdren and their parents share.
They mayexperience a parent/child relationship more similarto that of hearingchildrenand their
hearing parents. Frombirth, deaf parents are able to communicatewith their deaf children. Deaf
parents' acceptance of their child'sdeafness mightalsoenhance the amountof informationintake a
deaf child will encounter early in life (Fischer,S., 1998). Languageis mastered bya widevariety of
children raised in a variety of environments. Despite the great diversity of cultures our students
comefrom, and the diversity inpatterns of early communicationbetween childand caregiver,almost
all children inall cultures master the languageto whichthey are exposed. However,there does seem
to be limitson the richness of languagedependingonearly languageexposure.
The limitof languageenrichmenthas beenevidencedinchiIdrenbroug~ ~ byani~ls. These
5
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children have not been able to develop language spontaneously. Children raised by humans under
inhumanecircumstances experience similar results. Studies of agirl confined in a small room, without
freedom of movement and no human companionship for the first thirteen years of her life, revealed
during this period of severe deprivation, language did not develop at all. Although hers was an
extreme case, it did provide researchers with evidence for the limitation on the resi lience of language
development in children (Owens, Ed., 1992).
Not all properties of language seem to be equally robust in the face of variations in
environmental conditions. Certain properties of languagehavebeen found inenvironments that differ
dramatically from typical language-learning environments, whi Ieother properties of languagehavenot.
Goldin-Meadow and Mylander (1990)report ona study conducted earlier on the languagedevelopment
of hearing children reared by deaf parents. They considered the hearing children as being exposed
to an impoverished model of English, since the first languageof many deaf parents is sign language,
not spoken English. The importance of their results was that they found the children formed some
of the properties of English, but did not develop others. The lack of linguistic input appeared to have
had differential effects on their languagedevelopment (Goldin-Meadow & Mylander, 1990).
Goldin-Meadow & Mylander focused on properties of language whose development can
withstand variations in learning conditions. This would describe the language-learning environment
of prelingual deaf children born to hearing parents. The children studied by Goldin-Meadow &
Mylander were profoundly deaf, and were considered to have a "hearing loss significant enough to
impede their development of spoken language-. Additionally, their parents chose not to expose them
to sign language. However, in spite of their impoverished language learning condition, these deaf
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children developed a gestural communicationsystem that stimulated the structure of other
communicationsystems. However, there is a significant difference between language and
communication. Of the ten subjects inthe study by Goldin-Meadow&Mylander ,all subjects combined
their gestures into strings that functioned similar to the sentence structure of an early child's
language.Goldin-Meadow&Mylanderreferred to these structures as gestural systems, which"first
expressed the semantic relation typicallyfoundinearly language-.The deaf child'spredicates were
similarto the predicates of early languagewith underlyingframes constructed withas manyas three
arguments. The gestural sentences producedby deaf children imitated early languagedevelopment
inthat they conformedto regularities of two types: ordering regularity and productionregularities
(Goldin-Meadow&Mylander,1990). Thisprovesthat deaf childrencandevelopgesture systems with
structure, at the levelof the sentence, withstructure identifiableandsimilarto syntactic structure.
Therefore, children acquiringeither a conventionalspoken languageor a conventionalsign
languagebeginto developstructure at the levelof the wordor signby their fourth year. As a rule,
children beginwith an initialperiod duringwhichthey learn the words or signsof their languageas
unanalyzedwholesor amalgams.Duringthe next period, they beginto developthe understandingthat
wordsare madeupof morphemes,whichare the smallest part of a wordthat havemeaning.At this
point,childrengainproductivecontrol over the parts of the words. Byknowingthe parts themselves
and howthey combineto form words, children experience an internal structural developmentof
language.Goldin-Meadow&Mylander,at the very least, indicate that childrenwillseek structure at
the word level when developing systems for communication. Children will actively pursue whatever
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input is available, conventionalor otherwise, to develop linguistic structure (Goldin-Meadow&
Mylander, 1990).
Impact of LanguageAcquisitiononLearningfor Deaf Students
Accordingto M.VirginiaSwisher (1989),the primaryeducational challengesfaced by deaf
students are the acquisitionof the linguisticsystem and spokensystem of English.They are "stuck
in a linguisticlimbo.,hoveringbetween Englishand some form of sign language. Since most deaf
children are born into hearing families whooften do not knowor learn sign language,they livein a
"language-abridgedworld.. Frequently,for deaf and hard of hearing students, languageis limited
until they enter school. Unlikespokenlanguages,deaf students morereadily acquire communicative
competencyina signedlanguage.Swisherstates that, "deaf students often functionas late-acquired
first languagelearners. (Swisher, 1989).
In order to understand the complexrelationship between languageand learning,we must
reviewhowchildren learn languageand what factors influencetheir communicationwith others. A
full understanding of languagedevelopmentis muddledby the variation of parental guidance and
language modality. Hearing parents whoraise their children usingsign languagedo not use that
methodexclusivelyor consistently. Therefore, deaf chiIdrenof hearingparents donotdevelopa first
languageand hencedonot haveaccess to competent languagefor either signor spokenlanguage.This
places them at a distinct disadvantagefor effective languagedevelopmentand consequentlythese
students are often placed inremedial levelEnglishclasses with other Englishas a Second Language
(ESL)student. This can happenwith or without interpreters. This situation has the potentialfor
being an appropriate placement, if the apposite language interpretation is included in the educational
8
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program.However,regardless of cognitivefunctioning,deaf students are often relegated to resource
classes in a mainstream setting (Marschark, Albertini &Lang, 2000).
Kluwinand Moores (1989) also investigated the effect of placement and attainment inlanguage
and mathematics,givingserious considerationto the problemsof previousresearch, whichrelated to
howthe children were initiallyselected for such placements. They concludedthat placement does
contribute to their educationalexperience. However,they also foundthat the qualityof instruction
received is the main factor in achievement. Supportiveteachers, regular and extensive language
instruction, review of the material with a focus on vocabulary, direct instruction, positive
encouragementand highdemandson the students were also important factors influencingacademic
success. Teachers' ability to communicateclearly with students, the students' acquisitionof a first
language,and modeof communicationand effectiveness of instruction are also noted as influential
factors (Kluwinand Moores, 1989).
Accordingto Swisher, researchers Goldberg&Bordmanfoundthat manyof the errors made
i~~ /
by deaf students whenlearningEnglishwere similarto those of foreign decent learningEnglish.She
reiterates that strong nativists, likeChomsky,assumethat access to input is required for language
learning.Reductioninboth qualityandquantityof linguisticinputhas the potential to havea negative
impactona student's educationalsuccess (Swisher, 1989).
Additionally,Swisherprovidesuswiththree importantfactors impactinglanguagelearningfor
deaf students: "the age at whichthe lossoccurred; the qualityof residual hearing;and the severity
of the hearing loss.. Students becomingdeaf post-linguallyhavea better probability of language
acquisition.Theextent of familyinvolvementina child'seducationwillalso havea substantial impact
9
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on learning and language acquisition. The primary problem of deaf learners is access to input
(Swisher, 1989).
Swisher further adds, "three potential input sources for language are: input through lip-
reading, input by meansof aural pathways (usually with auditory aids) and input using a signed code
for English-. There is one other vehicle, written input; however, having a first languagethat can be
written (i.e., French, English or Italian) is a prerequisite. Since ASL is not a written language,Swisher
focuses on the first three. Lip-reading is limited in two ways. First, fine motor movements of the
mouth and tongue are often difficult to distinguish. Second, the person reading must be able to see
the face of the speaker. The restrictions with auditory information are two-fold. First the
restriction of range and the damageto the inner ear mayprovide only a distorted signal to the person,
which leads to misinterpretations. The second, interconnected issues for aural assistance are
probably primary. The damage to neuropathways and level of residual hearing are determinates for
auditory success. Signed code for English is the third potential source for representing a spoken
language. However, the important factors in the method are vision and access. Both the inability to
see (visual impairment) and physical proximity that might inhibit the signer have the potential to
restrict overall quality of available input. Second, hearing families of deaf children do not always
learn to sign and hence the child may not receive any signed English input at home. When signing is
utilized at home, most often, it is only the mother who learns to sign with any degree of competency.
Additionally, she may only sign messages intended for the child and thus excluding the child from
casual and family conversations. Given the reduced input from the various sources, one could perhaps
10
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predict that deaf students wouldhave problemsacquiringthe syntax and morphologyof a spoken
language (Swisher, 1989).
Swisher reports on Gass' framework for describing the mechanismsof second language
learningby outliningthe five levelsof progressionfrom which inputcan potentially be available to
contribute to linguisticoutput. These levelsare:
~ Apperceived input -first level languagedata that passes through the learner. Also
referred to as incidental language. Quantity and quality of input are critical.
~ Comprehendedinput - level at which understanding is achieved. At this level the
student is involvedwith the linguisticinput.
~ Intake - level at whichthe student is able to go beyond current understanding,to
empathetic use and ingestiontake place.
~ Integration - levelat whichstudent assimilates newinformationwith oldschema.The
student is able to transcend the moment,understand past events affect the present
and future.
~ Output - finally,the student isableto expressneedsandthoughts.Studentswhodo
not reach this levelare often frustrated with learningand are more likelyto lack
motivation(Swisher, 1989).
Variationsof output dependonthe variationsof inputand levelof linguisticalaccomplishment.
Whatever linguisticdevelopmentstudents experience early in life willimpacttheir expressive skills
later in life. Students, whohaveexperienced deficits in languageinput,cannot be assumedto have
full linguisticcompetency.Onecannotassumethat deaf students havebeenexposed to signlanguage
or predict what their languageattitudes willbe. However,the levelof their languageskillwillrelate
most closelyto the severity of their hearing loss and age of onset. The frustration of "language
dearth8 must also be noted and addressed inthe educationalsetting (Swisher, 1989). However,that
is not the focus of this project. Swisherconcludesthat the difficulties of learningEnglishare many
11
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and thorny. The sociolinguisticenvironmentsof deaf students are also complex,dependingon their
etiologyof deafness, the degree of hearing loss,the amountof languageinputat an early age, and
parent/family attitudes toward deafness (Swisher, 1989).
Fischer agrees with Swisher, stating that first and most important, it is imperative that
children be givenexposure to accessible languageas early as possible, or they will lose out both
linguisticallyand experientially. She reiterates, Swisher's reports, that sound is not an easily
accessible modalityfor most deaf children. Fischer adds that speech shouldbe availablebecause
each child is wireddifferently and it is a potential inputmediumfor deaf students. Dependingonthe
residual hearing,aptitude, and incentiveeach student willacquire speech differently. She adds that
accordingto social,psychologicaland linguisticexperiments, deaf childrenremainyears behindtheir
hearing peers and do not attain a level of literacy comparable to that of their hearing peers.
Traditionally,the education of deaf students has includedtime spent "drillingspeech and training
hearing8as a substitute for exposingchildren to informationabout the world. Next, Fischer states
that content informationpresented to deaf children is inappropriateand often inaccessibleto them,
due to languagedeficits and/or modalityof presentation. She restates the necessity for early
languageinputand acquisition,as it is difficult, if not impossible,for most deaf students to acquire
Englishor any form of languageafter the critical period for languageacquisition (Fischer, 1988,
Swisher, 1989).
Recallingthat Englishisa second languagefor most deaf students, Bochner&Albertinirefer
to Bochner's1982 research, noting"the range of linguisticdiversity found in the deaf population
probably exceeds that found inany subgroup of the normally hearing population8(Bochner &Albertini,
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2001). Gerald Berent echoes Bochner,stating, both nature and nurture impactsecond language(L2)
acquisition. It is often through L2 that deaf students are taught. Since most deaf students learn
someform of signlanguageor gestural system, their first languageis typicallynot English.Since ASL
or any sign languageis likelyto havea structure different than English,understandingthe specific
transliteration maynot be readily available(Berent, 1988). He is concerned with "interlanguage
syntax-. The ability to draw oncertain schemaof current linguisticideas, the concept of overtness
in languagecontributes to the structures necessary for languageacquisitionsufficient for learning.
Berent states that explicit instructionwill be necessary for Englishas L2 learners. He reports that
areas of Englishthat present the most difficulty for deaf students are the 'nonclausal'part of the
Englishlanguage.The nonclausalparts are the adjectives, adverbs and prepositionalphrases. With
respect to figurative language,metaphors,similes,and analogiespresent another area of difficulty.
Multiplemeaningwordsalsocontribute to the difficulty ininterpreting the Englishlanguage(Berent,
1988).
Subjects' lackof awarenessof nounclauseconsistencyandthe misunderstandingof sequence-
of-tense rules were madeapparent inthe frequencyof errors. However,the least mastered aspects
of English,for deaf subjects, are the gerund and infinitive phrases. Therefore, Berent reports,
subjects preferred unmistakableexpressions of grammatical relations. He concludesthat a more
principledapproachwouldprovidegreater insight into the theoretical issues of languageacquisition
and educational implications(Berent, 1988).
Accordingto Marschark, Langand Albertini, "critical literacy refers to the ability to use




that accordingto the Standards for EnglishLanguage(1996,p. 3) students shouldbe able to read a ,...
variety of literature and written texts, write effectively for different audiencesand purposes, be
able to usevarioussourcesandgather information(research), and use languagefor their ownpurpose,
includingenjoyment and critical analysis. Accordingto Marschark, Lang&Albertini, Walter and
Doehrig state "phonologicaldecoding abilities are important for reading with comprehension-.
Marschark, Lang&Albertiniclaimthat in addition to phonologicaldecoding,deaf students must be
able to understand word meaningfor comprehensionof the written text (Marschark, Langand
Albertini,2000).
Astudent's understandingof what they are reading depends largelyon context surrounding
each word. Allstudents learn through incidental learning. If the student does not have sufficient
backgroundinformation, i.e., foundational language,the lack of vocabularycan have a devastating
impacton the student's ability to read.
"The sight recognition knowledgeof the 2,000 most frequently used word
families of Englishenables a student to use approximately84'0 of words in a wide
range of texts. Incidental vocabularylearning is important and influencesa child's
education;therefore, there are implicationsfor teachers of the deaf- (Huckin&Cody,
1999).
The implicationsfor differential instruction in deaf education are far reachingand wiIIbe
discussed infurther detail ina later section.
Core Knowledge and CQ9nition
Elizabeth Spelke has spent twenty years researching core knowledgesystems. Core knowledge
systems, accordingto Spelke,"are mechanismsfor representing andreasoningabout particular kinds
of importantentities and events, includingthose that are inanimate,manipulatableobjects and their
14
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motions, persons and their actions, places in the continuous spatial layout and their Euclidean
geometrical relations, numerosities and numericalrelationships.. These systems serve to build
representations of objects, persons,places,and numericalunderstandingthat includemanyabstract
concepts and relationships (Spelke, 2000).
The debate about whichcomes first, languageor thought, has been ongoingfor manyyeai.'
/
Piaget, recall, claimscognitiondrives language.Theorists, NoamChomskyand Jerry Fodor, suggest
that the developmentof languageand cognition are distinct, d~pendingon different underlying
processes and experiences. Chomskywas the first to demonstrate the relationship of rules and
derivationswithinlanguagewassufficient as to account for manydevelopmentalandpsycholinguistic
phenomenathat previouslyhad beenattributed to languageusers themselves. Accordingto Chomsky,
the modularity hypothesis, 8the idea that languageand thought are independent components, is
evident inour ability to filter out irrelevant and erroneous languageexamplesfrom the larger group
of appropriate languageand our ability to identify correct rules from erroneous rules without direct
instruction. (Marschark&Everhart, 1997,Chomsky,1986).
Accordingto Vygotsky,a child'sgreatest discoverybecomespossibleonlywhena high level
of thought and speech developmenthas been achieved (Schutz, 2002). Marschark & Everhart
concludefrom these psychologiststhat inthe 8child'sontogenetic development,thought and speech
havedifferent roots.. Ontogeneticmeansthe developmentof an individualorganism.This impliesthat
our wiring for thought and speech are independent of each other and are able to develop
independently of each other. Within cognitive development,Marschark & Everhart establish a
prelinguisticphase,andwithinthe speechdevelopmentof the child,a pre-intellectual state. 8Humans
15
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produce it themselves. (Marschark & Everhart, 1997). Marschark & Everhart seem to be agreeing V
with Spelke. that our core knowledge and pre-wiring willaffect our language development.
CQgnitiveDevelopment. Language and Deaf Learners
Marschark&Everhart makevalidpointsof the importanceof understandingthe role of a deaf
child's languagecompetenciesand the role they play with regard to cognitivedevelopment. They
report on the research of Hans Furth. who conducted pioneering research on the cognitive
developmentof deaf children. Furth carried out a numberof studies to explore Piagetianstages of
developmentindeaf chiIdrenby lookingto understand the relationshipbetweenthought and language
by examiningchildrenwhomhe considered without language. Furth founda delay in deaf children's
ability to applyconservationconcepts. In conservationtasks. the appearance of a liquidor solid is
changed without varyingthe quantity. For example, water is poured from a short flask into a tall,
skinnyoneandstudents are asked to determine whether the amountremainsthe same. Deafstudents
showed a delay. comparedto hearing pupils, in understanding that the amount remains the same.
According to Marschark & Everhart. the work of Furth has enlightened us regarding cognitive
development.primarilybecause it wasconductedwithchildrenwhodidnotacquirefunctionallanguage
competence. although these children received years of intensivetraining. Marschark &Everhart
concludethat "the failure of researchers to recognizethat deaf childrenhave language.even if it is
not spoken.tends to leadeducators downthe gardenpath to believethat inabsence of language.deaf
children do not developcognitively.(Marschark&Everhart. 1997).
Marscharkand Everhart bringadditionalconnectionsto light. Theyreiterate that there has
long been established a primary link between language and cognitive processing. These psychological
16
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processes begin at birth, if not prenatally. Additionally,Marschark & Everhart state that there
exists an early intertwiningof socialand cognitivedevelopment,with more varyingcommunication
skills for deaf students. Often a simple view of language and cognition is to consider them
synonymous (Marschark & Everhart, 1997).
Diane Lillo-Martin, another supporter of the modularity hypothesis, makes a case for cognitive
developmentbeingindependentof anyparticular languageor languagemodality.She argues that the
languagemoduleis largelyamodaland that differences between sign languageand spoken language
are largelysuperficial.Peoplehavethe misconceptionthat individualswhohavesuperlative language
willhave superlative thought, as evidenced by children with Asberger's Syndrome. This has been
provento not necessarily be the case (Marschark&Everhart, 1997).
At the very least, Marschark&Everhart acknowledgethat individualswholackcoherent, rule-
governed languagewouldhave cognitiveprocesses that vary from persons who have an acquired,
integrated language. This languagedoes not have to be a formal language; however, certain
componentsof an arbitrary symbolicsystem, internal codingand manipulationas to allowa full range
of mental life, mustbe present. Marschark&Everhart want to leaveopenthe idea,the potential that
a person without a symboliclanguageof somesort wouldhavecognitionthat wouldbe imperfect or
deficient insomeway.The deficiencymaybe verysubtle. These authors proposethat developmental
cognitionthat occurs prior to the emergence of languagewouldbe of a different sort, and in some
ways,be less complexthan standard language.Without the emergence of symboliclanguage,which
often happens in profoundlydeaf children with hearing parents, the nature of cognitionwouldbe
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lacking in some of the more subtle, and even not so subtle, aspects of standard language(Marschark
&Everhart, 1997).
Considering this, Marschark &Everhart cite Gopnik and Meltzoff, who noted at "least three
areas of semantic development that impacts cognitive development: general language constraints;
which concepts and rules apply to specific words; and the influence of specific language structures
on conceptual development-. Specific languagepatterns used by adults to interact with children can
affect conceptual development. Parents tend to label objects accordingto howthey perceive their
child'scognitiveabilities. These dimensions can be observed inthe prosodic, lexical and grammatical
features of languagethat are used by parents when communicating the labeling of objects. In this
case, languageseemsto be clearly influencing cognitivedevelopment.What childrenhear apparently
influences what they say. More importantly, "informationinput through languageinfluences what
children do and think- (Marschark&Everhart, 1997).
Anotherperspective, morefrequently associated with the views of Jean Piaget, suggests that
cognitive development should be primary for young children. This observation states that children
bring a set of cognitive,not language universals, to their development. Piagetians conclude that
cognition drives and structures language.However,Marschark&Everhartquestionthe validityof this
perspective.They state that evenif cognitivedevelopment drives languagedevelopment in someways,
it does not determine it since there are several factors determiningboth languageand thought. Both
cognitive and language growth could be driven by qualitatively different kinds of experiences.
Anotherpossibleorigin for both languageand cognitive development could be the amount of processing
capacity available to children (Marschark &Everhart, 1997).
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As children develop greater thinking and attention capacities, they are better able to
assimilateand accommodateinformationimportant to cognitiveand linguisticexpansion. Marschark
& Everhart say it best, "there exists a connection between cognitiveand languagegrowth, and
experience drivesgrowth inboth domains.At a moreglobal level,the commonbasis of cognitiveand
linguisticgrowth is not completelywithin the child, but inherent in the structure of the world-
(Marschark &Everhart, 1997).
Cognitiveand linguisticdevelopmentfollowtwo different lines,independentof each other up
to a certain point, at which time they are inter-dependent on each other. Clearly, there are
constraints on cognitionand language,both internal and external. These constraints influencethe
course and timing of developmentalong the way. One element frequently omitted from the
developmentof cognition-languagedebate is the importance of environment. The importance of
experiential factors might includeindividual-psychologicalvariables,such as cultural. Timingis also
an important factor because the timingof events is crucial especiallysince there are times whena
child is more susceptible to particular kinds of input that will influence future growth. Various
language-cognitionexperienceswillbe affected by limitedinput,but mayhavethe potential to develop
later, however, only with great laborious efforts. They conclude that "experiences drive both
cognitiveand linguisticgrowth-, and they question which has the greatest impact on the overall
development. Marschark&Everhart raise, onceagain. the nature vs. nurture debate (Marschark&
Everhart, 1997).
Regardlessof ourbeliefs regardingthe nature vs.nurture debate, ourviewsonimplicitimpact
on languageand cognition,Marschark&Everhart state that, "plasticity indevelopmentprovidesfor
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later resilience as languageskillsaccelerate in more contextually appropriate environments-.Early
developmentalmechanisms,suchas discriminationandgeneralization,are forerunners of classification
skills and category knowledge.The internal mechanismsalso interact with a child'sperceptions and
concepts of who they are and who/what is significant in the world around them (Marschark &
Everhart, 1997).
Impact of C09nitiveDevelopmentonLearningMathematics
Spelke's research provides evidence that "infants build representations of objects as
complete,connected,solidbodiesthat persist evenoverocclusion,and maintaintheir identity through
time- (Spelke, E. &Vande Walle, 1993). Furthermore, core knowledgesystems appear to serve as
buildingblocksfor later developmentof numericalconceptsand calculationskills(Spelke,E.,2000).
This indicates that we are buildingon knowledgewe already have, which is not synonymouswith
incidental learning. More specificallyregarding mathematical development,Spelke adds, "human's
tendency to navigatethe flexibilityavenues(necessaryfor the study of abstract mathematics)must
comefrom the core system for object representation-. Spelkeseemsto be indicatingthat ourability
to navigateabstract mathematics mayarise from the coordinationof the core systems. Our ability
to represent objects ina newgeometricalor spatial wayand our ability to problemsolve,arises not
from reinventing the wheel, but by bringingtogether buildingblockrepresentational systems that
haveexisted in us since infancy(Spelke, E.,2000).
Spelke reports that children's core knowledgesystems tend to be similar to other animal
constructs, hintingthat there has beenanevolutionaryhistory inthe developmentof these systems.
She adds, however,that core knowledgesystems are limitedina numberof ways,such that they are
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domain specific, task specific and encapsulated. To be domain specific means the tasks represent a
small subsystem of things and events perceivable by infants. Task specific means each system
functions to solvea limitedset of problems. Encapsulatedsystems operate with a certain amountof
independence from other cognitive systems. Core systems serve as building blocks for the
developmentof new cognitiveskills. When children or adults developnew skills to use tools, to
perform symbolicmathematical calculations,to read, to navigateby mapreading,or to reason about
the peopleand world around them, they do so by usingtheir core knowledgesystems as a building
block (Spelke, 2000).
Spelke concludesthat core knowledgesystems found ininfants contribute to later cognitive
functioningintwo ways. "First, core knowledgeexists inolder childrenand adults, givingthem the
ability to use their experiences (and language)to approachdomainor task-specific problems. Second,
Spelkestates that core systems serve as buildingblocksfor the developmentof newcognitiveskills.
(Spelke,E.,2000). What impactdoes this haveonlearning,especiallyfor deaf students whomayhave
limited linguisticinput? What happensto deaf students whodon't have their core knowledgepot
stirred early?
Goalsof MathematicalInstruction
The most recent publicationof the NCTMStandards placesemphasizesonwritingacross the
math curriculum.Additionally,"variousteaching methods shouldbe includedto cultivate a student's
ability to investigate, to makesense of and maketheir ownconjectures, and to construct meaningout
of new situations.. The standards summarized expected changes ir:tinstructional practices. These
changes include increased attention to student active involvement in constructing and applying
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mathematicalideas,problemsolvingas a meansof instruction(not just the end), smalllearninggroups,
exploratory learning,useof technology,and student ability to communicatemathematicalideasorally
and inwriting(NCTM,2000). It isn't just the last that requires language,but allgoalsof the NCTM
require a languagebase from whichto operate.
In the late 1980s, the National Councilfor Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)set forth new
standards involvingcurriculumdevelopmentand implementation(NCTM,1989). The goal of the
Curriculumand EvaluationStandards for School Mathematics was that all students wouldgain
"mathematicalpower.,whichis defined as the ability to explore, to makeconjectures, and to reason
logically,as wellas the ability to use a variety of mathematical methods effectively to solve non-
routine problems.TheNCTMinvolvedteachers inall steps of curriculumdevelopment.Thestandards
encourage integration of mathematical ideas from algebra to geometry, bringingthem together for
graphical representations (NCTM,1989).
Morespecifically,the proposedPrincipalsand Standards for SchoolMathematics,drafted in
2000, state that schoolmathematicseducationbears increasingresponsibilityina data-rich era. We
are embarking on the age of technological advances and no student should be left behind.
Mathematics instruction shouldprovideeach student access to a variety of mathematical ideas and
should promote their ability to reason analytically. We are a society saturated with quantitative
informationrangingfrom globalclimate changeto politicalpollsand consumerreports. Havingthe
mathematical skillswillhelpstudents understand a variety of information,make informeddecisions
about such information,and aid them in influencingtheir world, both at homeand abroad. School
mathematics should contribute to the developmentof students' public awareness and make them
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capable of determiningthe socialand economicconsequencesof their owndecisionsas wellas those
made by elected representatives ontheir behalf (NCTM,2000).
The NCTMStandards outlineimportant instructionalprinciplesthat shouldbe emphasizedin
mathematical instruction. The "EquityPrinciple8strikes at the heart of our goal as teachers
(especially teachers of deaf and hard-of-hearing students). The Equity Principle states that
"mathematical instructionalprogramsshouldpromote the learningof mathematics by aI/students..
The emphasison mathematics for all is important because of the role that schoolmathematics has
historicallyplayed ineducational inequity. Astudent's mathematical proficiency is often used as a
basis for decisionsregardingfuture schoolingandjob opportunities.Moreover,mathematicshas been
one of the schoolsubjects often associated with tracking, a practice wherebystudents are sorted
into various instructional groups whofollowinstructional sequences based on assumptionsabout a
student's abilities (NCTM,2000). Theproblemwiththis method is that it often results ininequitable
educationalopportunitiesandoutcomesfor students. especiallythose of lowersocio-economicmeans,
minoritygroupsand students with disabilities.
Anemphasisonmathematicsfor all is also important because it challengesa pervasivebelief
amongsome membersof society that a great numberof students are not capable of mathematical
proficiency. This belief is quite different from the equallypervasiveviewthat students can learn to
read andwrite inEnglish.Verballiteracy has beenexpected of all students, andschoolprogramsthat
do not produce literate students are regarded as failures. Accordingto the NCTMStandards, the
discrepancy between Englishliteracy and mathematical literacy and proficiency is incredible. The
education system has been expected to succeed with onlythe mathematicallyable. The standards
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unequivocally state that the all students can learn to think mathematically. This underscores the
need for high-qualitymathematical instruction for all students. Including:
~ Students whohavepreviouslybeen denied access to any educationalopportunities,
as wellas those whohave not;
~ Students whoare AfricanAmerican,Hispanic,AmericanIndian,andother minorities,
as wellas those considered part of the majority;
~ Students whoare female as wellas male;
~ Students whohavenot previouslybeen successful as wellas those whohave(NCTM,
2000).
Adoptingthe belief that all students can learn mathematics is critical. But it willtake more
than good intentionsto enact equitable mathematics instructionalprograms. We must overcomethe
assumption that mathematics is not for all students, that only some students are capable of
succeedingmathematically. Lowexpectations are problematicbecause they are not random;certain
populationsare targeted, such as students for whomEnglishis a second language(as related above,
this often includesdeaf students), students whoare non-white,and students who live in poverty.
Lowerexpectations can manifest themselves in obviousand subtle ways. Patterns in the classroom
often express these lowerexpectations. Additionally,enrollmentof students inlow-levelcourseswith
minimalobjectives, advisingstudents awayfrom advancedplacementor moredemandingelectives or
career objectives are a few of the moresubtle waysstudents are undermined(NCTM,2000). Placing
deaf students whoare mainstreamed in resource courses is another example of sending a subtle
messageof lowerexpectations.
The standards point out that mathematical content and processes are important to school
mathematics instructionalprograms.The concepts most fundamentalto deeper mathematical study
are: place value, function, scaling and similarity, structure in the number system and rate of change
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are fundamental in that they are basic and essential to understanding a variety of mathematics
(NCTM,2000). I add that they are necessary for other courses as well,includingmanyscience and
computer courses.
Mathematics curriculumshouldincludecontent and processes that makeupa comprehensive
set of instructional goals. A comprehensivecurriculumshould achieve an appropriate balance of
conceptual knowledge and procedural competence in important areas. Another aspect of a
comprehensivecurriculumis howwellthat curriculumprovidesstudents with opportunities to learn
about the nature and practice of mathematics. Students needto experience the humanness,and the
tremendous power of mathematics. Althoughmathematics is often abstract, students need to
understand the connectionbetween mathematics and real-worldphenomena. Students need to see
that mathematics is based in rigorous systems of definitions,axioms,and theorems. They need to
cometo understand, through experiencingmathematics first hand, that reasoning often requires
considerable time and experimentation with arguments that fail before findingone that succeeds
(NCTM,2000).
Mathematics is developed through human activities such as problem solving, reasoning,
representing, communicating,and makingconnections. Froma veryyoungage, childrenare interested
in mathematical ideas (whether they recognize them as such or not), and they graduallydevelopa
more complexset of informal ideas about numbers,patterns, shapes, data and size through their
experiences in everyday life. Therefore, children learn manymathematical ideas quite naturally
before they enter school (NCTM,2000). This is often referred to as incidental learning.
A major goal of school mathematics instructional programs should be to create autonomous
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learners. Learningmathematicsshouldincludedevelopingstudents' abilities to perceive mathematics
in a powerful way and building on previous knowledge to look at new situations. Students'
mathematicaldispositionsare manifested inthe waythey approachmathematical learning. We need
to foster students' confidenc~fin their ability to problemsolveand encouragethem to be flexible
when exploring mathematical ideas. They need to be allowed to try new ways to solve problems, create
their ownconjectures and persevere whenapproachingchallengingtasks. Classroomsmust foster
their abilities to think independently,exchangeideasanddeepenconceptualunderstanding.Students
must be activelyengaged with mathematics. Activeengagementwith mathematics is best fostered
through problemsthat are motivatingandchallenging.Their realizationthat their present knowledge
is insufficient mayprovidefurther incentiveand motivationto explore problemswith interesting or
real-world contexts (NCTM,2000).
The standards include spatiality in their recommendations for optimal mathematical
instructional methods. The standards state that mathematics instruction programs should include
attention to geometry and spatial sense so that all students are able to:
~ Analyze characteristics and properties of two- and three-dimensional geometric objects;
~ Select and use different representational systems, including coordinate geometry and graph
theory;
~ Recognize the usefulness of transformations and symmetry in analyzing mathematical
situations;
~ Use visualization and spatial reasoning to solve problems both within and outside mathematics
(NCTM,2000).
"Much of mathematics should be learned through activity, with physical
models,drawings,and dynamicsoftware as learningtools. Well-designedactivities,
availability of appropriate tools, and teacher support can enable students to make
conjectures aboutgeometric structure, explorethe conjectures of others, andreason
about mathematicalandgeometrical ideas. The eventualgoal is for students to gain
experience utilizinga variety of visualandcoordinate representations, and to be able
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to use these representations to analyzeproblemsandstudy mathematics inthe world
around them8(NCTM,2000).
TheNCTMstandards state that it willbe importantfor ourfuture that ourstudents graduate
from high schoolable to demonstrate the meaningof numbers,the possibleoperations that can be
performed on numbers,and be able to analyzeand solvemorecomplexproblems(NCTM,2000).
MathematicalInstruction and Measurementof Deaf students' Proaress
Accordingto Pagliaroand Ansell,the reformed NCTMstandards alsoapplyto deaf and hard-
of-hearing (D/HH) students, as the emphasis on mathematics for all was the hallmark of the
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards (NCTM, 1999; Pagliaro, C.M.& Ansell, e., 2002). Even though
"70'70of teachers of the deaf seem to be incorporatingproblem solvingin their curriculum,test
results showthat D/HH students continue to make little progress inthis area8 (Pagliaro, C.M.&Ansell,
E.,2002). Earlier research byMarscharkand Everhart state that it is important to understand that
deafness changes the nature of an individual'sexperience with the world. They add that deaf
childrenwillhaveboth qualitativelyandquantitativelydifferent experiencesfromtheir hearingpeers,
especiallyduringthe critical period for learninglanguage.This is generallybecause of hearing loss
and the relatively language-poorenvironment in which they spend their early (critical) years
(Marschark, M. & Everhart, V., 1995).
These sameauthors state there are a variety of cognitiveconsequencesof hearing lossthat
will affect and limitthe deaf child's interactions with the worldaroundthem. The lossof hearingwill
have the most significant impact on the 90';10of deaf children whoare born to hearing parents.
Becausethe parents are Englishspeakingand are not likelyto knowsign language,these children do
not havean effective channelfor communicating.Sincethese childrendonot havean effective mode
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of communicationduringthe early (critical) years, their educationalexperiences are less likelyto be
as rich as their hearingpeers (Marschark,M.&Everhart, V.,1995).
This leads meto think about incidental learning. Childrenlearn through interacting withthe
worldaroundthem (Bochner,J. &Albertini,J. 2001).They hear about time, elapsed time problems,
and other mathematicalconcepts through dailyinteractions with familyand friends. Marscharkand
Everhart seemto agree as they state that the wealthof conceptualknowledgethat childrennormally
obtain from indirect teaching is important to their future educational success (op.cit.). However,
Marschark and Everhart are unsure whether the etiologyof deafness affects the extent of their
linguistic(orperhaps non-linguistic)experiences. Theyconcludethat "the etiologyof deafness is not
any more significant for deaf children's cognitivedevelopmentthan the innumerableother factors
that influence both deaf and hearing learners.. Marschark & Everhart note, "the relative
unavailabilityof effective communicationfor youngdeaf children reduces the diversity of their life
experiences.. Thishas hadandwiIIhaveanaffect ontheir abilityto functionineducational(including
mathematics)settings, whichmightnormallyrequire flexibilityandcreativity (Marschark&Everhart,
1995).
Literacy is important ineducation(Bochner,J.H. &Albertini,J.A., 2001). This seemsto mean
to methat students must havea modeof communication,and wemuststart early communicatingwith
them for educationalsuccess to be a realistic goal. Theacquisitionand the understandingof language
use havebeenprovento impactthe student's ability to learnand studies havedemonstrated that the
reading comprehensionskills of deaf students remain considerably lowerthan their hearingpeers
(Bochner, J.H. & Albertini, J.A., 2001).
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Accordingto Powers,Gregory & Thoutenhofd, there are general implicationsthat can be /).,
drawn between languageand mathematical thinking. We all experience patterns of learningand
attaining information.Therefore, Powers,Gregory&Thoutenhofdask the stirring question:"howdo
deaf children solve mathematical problems? They explore the nature of the difficulties deaf
children experience.
Powers,Gregory&Thoutenhofdreport onan early study carried out by the ~ wild /I
of Teachers of the Deaf, whichused the SchonellArithmetic Test, testing 246 students, obtained
t --
differences of approximately2.5 years inmathematicalinstruction between deaf students and their
hearing peers. Althoughthis study was conducted in the mid 1950's, Gregory states that "later
studies yielded similarresults". Whiledeaf students laggedbehindtheir hearingpeers with regard
to their mathematicalages, the delay was not as great for mathematics as for Englishand reading
(literacy level)(Powers,Gregory&Thoutenhofd, 1998).
Kelly&Mousleyreport that althoughdeaf students are testing on-parwith hearingstudents
in computationalarithmetic, whenit comesto abstract languageof higher levelmathematics, deaf
student lag behind even further (Kelly& Mousley, 1999). According to Powers, Gregory &
Thoutenhofd, ina study conducted by Wood and his colleagues in 1986, a correlation, albeit small, was
drawn between hearing loss and mathematical test results. This study reported a marginally
decreased mathematicalabilityas degree of hearingJossincreased. The relationshipbetween depth
of hearing lossand mathematicalage wasmoresignificantfor girls than boys.This impliesthat boys
have an increased ability to think spatially and mechanically,and couldtherefore account for the
disparity between the genders (Powers,Gregory&Thoutenhofd, 1998).
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Powers,Gregory&Thoutenhofd further add that whenconsideringschoolplacement,Wood
et ai, reported little difference between students educated inspecialschoolsand those educated in
units. Aneducationalunit couldbe comparedto a cluster, wherebystudents with similardiagnoses,
are clustered and taught inclose-knitgroups. Powers,Gregory&Thoutenhofdfoundthat .the lack
of significant difference between the mathematical ages of deaf students reflects the weak
relationshipbetween hearing lossand mathematicalattainment withinthe hearing impairedsample-.
Additionalstudies havereported similarresults regardingdeaf students laggingbehindtheir hearing
peers. Concurrently, they report Zwibel and Allen's attempt to account for the disparity by
controllingfor communicationskill and intellectual potential in comparingthe groups. Allof these
researchers recognize the reality that other factors such as home background,teaching ability,
communicationskills, teacher and even parental expectations mayalso play a part. Manyof the
affective variables pointed out in Powers,Gregory&Thoutenhofd's article can also applyto the
general populationof students taking standardized tests.
Bylookingto understand the relationshipbetween thought and language,Powers,Gregory&
Thoutenhofdpointout that .words are critical for developingmathematicalunderstanding,and many
of the wordswith whichdeaf children havethe most difficult are logicalconnectivessuch as if and
because-. There are manyways in which languageand symbols are used inmathematical problems, and
these terms and symbolsoften have very specific meaning.The very nature of the vocabularyof
mathematics is specialand has the potential to create problemsfor the Englishas a second language
learner (Powers,Gregory & Thoutenhofd, 1998). Mathematics involvesseeing patterns, thinking
logically,thinkinggeometrically,recognizingrelationships between numbers,and havinga sense of
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whether or not a solution to a problem is logical. Mathematical thinking also involvesdeveloping
strategies for solvingnovelmathematicalproblemsthrough the use of language(NCTM,2000).
Mathematics involvesa wayof thinking,whichis considered by someto be a specific type of
intelligence.Spelkeand others contend that weare all created equalwithregard to core knowledge,
which includes this intelligence. However,whether it is as strong as one's languageabilities or
physical abilities varies from one person to the next (Spelke, 2000). Clearly, there are several
factors that contribute to the difficulty experienced by deaf students whenit comesto problem
solving. Accordingto Mousley&Kelly,since literacy development is critical to metacognitiveskill
development,byvirtue of their languagedeficits, deaf students suffer greater difficulties than their
hearingpeers. They argue that by employingsystematic, precise methods and allowingstudents to
fullyexploreand focus onrelevant information,wecango beyondrote or trial and error methods of
educating deaf students (Mousley&Kelly,1998).
Mousley& Kellyreported that deaf college students enrolled in first- and second-year
mathematicscourses at NTIDdemonstrated a substantial diversity whenit cameto problemsolving.
The variability included:impulsiveresponses, lackof transfer of previouslyacquired knowledge,an
inability to organize relevant informationpresented and a misunderstandingof the goals of the
problem(what do they need to knowbased onwhat is presented inthe problem).Furthermore, they
reflect onresearch that hasshownthat the cognitiveperformanceof deaf students canbe influenced
withthe "appropriatelystructured mediated learningexperiences.. Mediatedlearningrefers to those
humaninteractions that generate the capacity of individualsto change,to modifythemselves inthe
direction of greater adaptability and toward the use of higher mental processes. With mediated
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learning,students are guidedthrough increasingtheir mathematicalprowessusingpreviousknowledge
and their environmentalexperiences to developsystematical and generalized processes to solve
unfamiliarmathematical problems. This method results in a blendingof solutions that allowsand
encouragesstudent self-correction. Throughthe structured process, students developskillsneeded
to generalize and set-up problems independently. However,rigorous attention to concepts and
language are important (Mousley & Kelly, 1998).
Interestingly, inanother article, KellyandMousleyhaveshownthat the performance of deaf
and hearingstudents were similarlyaffected as the complexityof problemsincreased. Thedata from
thirty-seven deaf and ten hearingstudents indicatedthat, regardless of hearingstatus, all students'
performancesdeclinedas problemcomplexityanddifficulty increased. Furthermore, they state that
giventhe similarity inperformance with the graphicproblemsand the least complexwordproblems,
the data suggests that the deaf students' computationand solvingskillsfor these kindsof problems
were comparableto their hearingpeers (Kelly&Mousley,1999).
Perhaps,as Kellyand Mousleypoint out, often it is the case that students, deaf and hearing,
do not understand the valueof developinganalytical skills needed to problemsolve. They provide
suggestionsmadeby Salomon&Perkinsin1989,for developingmathematicalskillsof students. The
suggestion they make could applyto a diverse student population.These suggestions includethe
provisionof multipleopportunities for varied practices; provide opportunities to solve real-world
problemsthat students are likelyto encounter later inlife;and teach them not to memorizeformulae,
but to incorporate general rules, strategies or schemato solvea variety of similarproblems. They
concludethat teachers must providemultipleopportunities,varied problemsolvingexperiencesand
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enhance the development, fluency for problem solving and transference of book learning to real-world
solutions, especially those they may encounter in the world of work. (Kelly & Mousley, 1999). Their
comments are in agreement with the NCTM standards.
Pagliaroadds that teachers whosepractices reflect mathematical reform increase the amount
of problem-solving activities in their instruction, usea multi-method approach, and integrate content
across topics, disciplines, and grade levels. Additionally, reform-minded teachers allow sufficient
planning time for their mathematics courses. They plan with other teachers to encourage an
integrated approach, which incorporates mathematics across the curriculum. Unfortunately, Pagliaro
reports that statistics from this study indicate that out of almost two hours of planning, teachers
spent approximately eight minutes of planning time was spent planning mathematics with teachers
from other areas (Pagliaro, 1998a).
Additionally, it was discovered that ninety-three percent of teachers scored in the neutral
range on the MTSI-A, a test, which measures teaching style to standard-like behavior. Although
previously teachers had reported utilizing the NCTM Standards when developing curriculum and lesson
plans, in fact only seventeen percent were very familiar with NCTM Curriculum & Evaluations
Standards (1989). Data pertaining to individual strategies and practices indicated a low-to-moderate
number of teachers made use of activities suggested in the standards. Pagliaro states that these
statistics are somewhat skewed since only nineteen percent of teachers limited the use of drill and
practice. In addition, Pagliaro adds that teachers must present more open-ended challenges, must
integrate mathematics across topics, disciplines andgrade levels. Pagliaro further adds a prescription
for professionals within deaf education.
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First, she states, "teachers of the deaf shouldincrease their ownfamiliarity
with mathematicsreform-. Second,educationprofessionalsshouldworktogether for
continuous improvementof their school's mathematics program. Third, time spent
planningmathematics with other teachers shouldbe increased in order to promote
integration of mathematicsacross all content areas and foster a cohesivecurriculum.
Fourth, technologyshouldbe taught and availablefor all students as a tool to expand
instruction and enhance understanding and knowledge. Finally,the field of deaf
education must recognize the significanceof mathematics knowledgeand howthis
knowledgerelates to the real world. Pagliaroconcludesthat the results of her survey
reveal a need for increased attention to mathematicsreform indeaf education if we
expect deaf students to compete inthe worldworkmarket inthe future- (Pagliaro,
1998b).
Consideringdeaf students typicallyenter the languageforum later than their hearingpeers,
Mousleyand Kellyreport that deaf and hard of hearing students could solve manualproblems,
calculationsand computations,since reading levelsdid not significantlyinfluencetheir performance
inthis arena. However,several aspects of the students' performance insolvingboth puzzlesand math
wordproblemswere indeedassociated with reading levels. The five students inthe study whoread
on the 10.3-11.1-gradelevelwere more proficient at articulating their strategies for solvingeither
kindof problemthan the students with reading scores between levels6.9-9.7. The ability of Group
A (the higher reading levelgroup)to explaininsign languageas opposedto written form was58.2'0
vs.49.8'0 experienced successful communicationof the problemand solution.The ability of GroupB
(the lowerreading levelgroup)for explainingthe problemand solution,usingsignlanguageas opposed
to written form, was 63'0 successful vs. 33.4'0 unsuccessfulexplainingthe problemand solutions.
Similarresults were reported for signedvs.written explanationsof math wordproblems. GroupA
out scored Group Bby twenty six percent when it came to signed explanations of math word problems.
Clearly, reading level has a significant impact on word problem understancling (Mousley&Kelly,1998).
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Similarly, it would seem to follow that students with increased communication skills will provide more
clear explanations of their mathematical understanding and process by which they problem-solve.
The Spatial Connection
Parasnis, Samar, Gettger & Sathe, when investigating whether deafness contributes to
enhancement of visual spatial cognition independent on knowledge of a sign language,cite Parasnis, &
Samar (1995) , who found deaf college students to be flexible in their abilities to redirect their
attention in a spatial manner. When languageis added to the educational mix, findings indicated that
users of ASL tended to exhibit superior performances in someof the visuospatial areas. The findings
of Parasnis, Samar, Gettger & Sathe support the suggestion that enhanced visuospatial skills do not
represent sensory compensation, but rather exposure to a visual-spatial languageresults in an ability
to organize problems in a way that has some broader cognitive advantages (Parasnis, Samar, Gettger
&Sath, 1996).
There also seemsto be a kinesthetic advantage for students who usea visual-spatial language.
Beyond sign language being a visual language, it is also has kinesthetic advantages for literacy.
Children who experience a variety of language exposure may encode information in qualitatively
different ways. With lists of simple stimuli, such as words, pictures or numbers, deaf students rely
heavily on visuospatial short-term memory codes, as opposedto hearing students who rely on verbal-
sequential coding, or aural input. The results of several studies reported that temporal and spatial
coding of short sequences may lead to equivalent short-term memory performance (Marschark and
Lukomski, in press). This has the potential to have a direct impact on a spatial course such as
mathematics.
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Deaf students are very mucha diverse group of learners. No singlemethod of instruction
couldbe appliedto anypopulation.Eachgroupof deaf students is different, just as hearingstudents
are heterogeneous. If we are to understand the depths and diversity of skills and knowledge
underlyingthe cognitiveprocessandacademicperformanceamongdeaf students, wemustunderstand
the underlyingsimilaritiesbetween deaf andhearingstudents' knowledgedevelopment.Yet, wemust
recognize the heterogeneity of these two different student populations, including mode of
communication.
Summary:
As the most highlydeveloped mammal,the humanbeing has the most highlydeveloped language
or ability to communicate. Communicationhas been extremely important to the intellectual
developmentof mankindand our society. However,communicationand languageare not synonymous,
but interdependent inthe educationalsetting.
Languageis defined in manyways. Chomskyconsiders the study of languagethe essence of
humanbeings. Fisher agrees with Chomsky,howeveradds that humaninvolvementis important for
linguisticdevelopment. Childrenlearn to master their worldthrough languageexposure, what they
hear, see, touch, andexperience. Therefore, it is important that childrenhaveexposure to language
early in life. Chomsky,Fischer and others refer to a human'searly life as the critical period for
languagedevelopment. Althoughthere is somequestionas to the exact age assigned to the critical
period, children beginto develop languagestructure by age four. Childrenwhobeginto learn and
acquire languageby age five, and certainly if they develop languageprior to puberty, they willhave
more flexible constructs with whichto developdeep, meaningfullanguage.
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Among the Piagetians,there is a commonlyheld viewthat languagehas a thought structuring
property or that languageproduces thought. This impliesthat languageis intrinsicallynecessary for
the developmentof independent ideas. WhileChomskyconsiders languageessential to whoweare,
he considers languageand thought to be distinct developments. Marschark &Everhart establish a
primary linkbetween languageand cognition. There seems to be little argument that languageand
cognitionare intertwined early inlife, withsocialdevelopmentandmeaningful,linguisticinput,as two
of the greatest influentialfactors. Adults whointeract with children early in life are influential in~.. Jtillthe language development process since children observe the world around the"pr -lingually,
therefore, developingthe buildingblocksfor I ing("'orschork '" Everhort~, Frommy
observations,childrenalso learnmuchabout the worldaroundthem from the waywetalk and interact
with them. Childrenlearn from the lullabieswesingand the nursery rhymes we read (sign)to them.
Jf.~ Fischer discusses inclass howweexperience howthings and relationshipsrelate longbefore wecan /
assignlinguisticalelements. Childrenlearnmuchabout the passageof time, their relationshipto their
physicalworld,and howlanguageis structured from their incidentalexperiences early in life. Their
ability to understand what they learn from incidental learning,the levelto whichthey are able to
transfer their linguisticinputfor empathetic use and ingestion,and their understandingof howpast




Researchers suggest that second-languageacquisition,Le.,deaf students learningEnglish,is "
muchmore availableto peoplewhohave a first-language as a foundation.This impliesthat English
acquisition will be easier for deaf students who have a first-language base in ASL. Often the
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conclusion is drawnthat deaf students whohave a first-language in ASL,willdevelopeducationally
similar to other English as a Second-Language(ESL)students in all aspects of their language
development.Consequently,they are often placedinremedial levelEnglishclasses,possiblelywithout
appropriate communicationsupport. This situation places deaf students at a distinct disadvantage.
Unfortunately, they are likelyto remaininremedialor resource classes throughout their education.
Swisher describes the five levelsof progressionthat students need to accomplishcertain
mechanismsof second languagelearning.These five levelsof inputaffect linguisticoutput. Swisher
states that these five levelprogressionsare similarlyimportantfor all languagelearners. Variations
of output depend on the variations of input and level of linguisticaccomplishments. Like the
progressionof learningto rollover,to crawl,to stand, accomplishbalanceand walkare similarto the
five levelsof languagedevelopment.This process couldalso be comparedto Maslows'levelsof self-
actualization, from survivalneeds to self-expression and actualization. Anyassumptionsmadeabout
exposure to language(the quantity vs. quality issue)are multifarious,adding to the complexityof
learningEnglish.
Entrenched deep inthe heart and soulof our linguisticaldevelopment,accordingto Spelke,
isthe ideathat infants buildcomplete,connectedrepresentations that persist through manychanges
and other exposures throughout life. LikeChomsky,she believesweare hard-wired for languageand
other conceptual relationships. Our core knowledge systems are what make USunique, unlike any
other, similar to DNA. This uniquewiringallowsus to build representations about such issues as
numerology,abstract conceptsandreasoning.Unlikeincidentallearning,ourcore knowledgeindicates
that weare buildingonknowledgewealready have. Ourability as humansto represent objects ina
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newway,spatial or otherwise, arise from bringingtogether internal representational systems that
are innate and haveexisted withinsince infancy. Our core knowledgesystems seem to be more like
other animal constructs, suggesting that these systems experience an evolutionary process.
Furthermore, these systems operate independently,serving as buildingblocks for developingnew
cognitiveskills. Spelke's ideas about core knowledgegive rise to further evidence that children
require early intellectual stimulation to maximizetheir potential. Regardless of our internal
structure, mathematical instruction is important for all students.
NCTMstandards have been designed for all students. Deaf and hard-of-hearing, blind,
cognitivelychallenged,developmentallydelayed and gifted students are all included inthe goals of
the NCTMstandards. Readingand writingare fundamentalto the skills necessary for mathematical
power, according to the NCTMstandards. In addition to reading and writing, skills such as problem
solving,exploratory learning,and useof technologyare fundamental. Nonetheless,all of the goalsof
the NCTMstandards require a languagebase from whichto operate. However,fair and equalaccess
is often a problem.
Althoughthe politicaland legalenvironmentof the educationalsystem are not the focus of
this project, the EquityPrincipalstrikes at the heart of instruction. The EquityPrincipal,as stated
in the NCTMstandards, states that mathematical instruction should promote equal access to
mathematical instruction for all students. However, there can be no denying that mathematics is one
school subject often with tracking. Trackingis one of the most inequitableeducationalpractices,
whichcan have injuriousresults, especiallyfor minoritygroups. The standards state unequivocally
that all students can learn to think mathematically.
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Questions often asked byeducators and researchers, includewhyare wenot makinggreater
strides indeaf education,and whydodeaf students continueto lagbehind their hearingpeers? We
needto examinethe requirements for teacher certification inthis area, for it is this author's opinion
that the research conclusivelyshowsa misunderstandingof students' needsanda lackof appropriate
preparation for teachers inthis area. Mathematicalinstructionshouldincludethe useof visuo-spatial
tools, explicit instruction of the languageof mathematicsand includethe samecontent information
requisite for all students. Without teaching the languageof mathematics, werisk not achievingthe
balance of conceptual knowledgeand procedural competence inmany important areas, such as Algebra
and Calculus.
Usingthe visualand spatial aspects of ASLcan be advantageouswhenteaching the more
abstract concepts of mathematics (i.e.,Algebraand Calculus).Examplesof visuo-spatialinstruction
from mylessonplansincludeteaching the real numberline,by linedancing.The students stand in line
and dance (move)the appropriate numberof spaces left for negativenumbersand right for positive
numbers. The idea is to involvethe student, body and mindin the lesson. Involvingour students
allowsthem the opportunityto gain true understandingand incorporate mathematical ideas across
the curriculum. As teachers, we can make mathematics relevant to other subject areas, such as
science, economics,musicand art. We must relate mathematics to the worldaround them.
We must take advantageof teachable moments. Classroomsneed to foster students' ability
to think,problem-solve,makerepresentations, communicatetheir ideasandreasoning.Students must
havethe languagebase from whichto operate inorder to developmorecomplexideas about numbers,
patterns, shapes, data representations and statistical information. The NCTM standards clearly
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indicate a need to include spatiality in our instruction for optimal mathematical understanding.
Analyzing, representing, recognizing other connections and use of visualization and spatial reasoning
to solve problems both within and outside mathematics should be the goal of all students, according
to NCTM.
Although Spelke contends that we are all created equal with regard to core knowledge,
Marschark &Everhart state, it is equally important for teachers to remember the uniqueness of
deafness and how deafness changes the individual's life experiences. Additionally, it is this unique
experience that will impact deaf students' use of language. Since language impacts all aspects of
education, we need to be especially sensitive to this and develop strategies for presenting the terms
and symbols unique to mathematics. Pagliaro adds that teachers must present more open-ended
challenges, integrate mathematics into our discussions, and increase their own familiarity with
mathematics reform.
Part of mathematics reform is apposite communication support. Great strides havebeen made
to provide educational communication support through certified interpreters. A supplementary tool
available to students and interpreters is the book, Signs for Science and Mathematics: A Resource
Book for Teachers and Students, developed at NTID (Caccamise & Lang, 1996). This wonderful'
resource has manysignsfor science and mathematics; however, there are not always signs that convey
the mathematical meaning. Mousley & Kelly thoroughly explore six alternative strategies that enhance I
problem solving. Then in a subsequent presentation, Kelly & Mousley discuss the importance of
specific transfer, the ability to transfer the mathematical rules and formulae to problem solving.
However, because there are everyday words in general use in the English language,which when used
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in mathematics context mayhavea specific meaning,different from the general use, there maybe :Iv I,
a signfor terms that can be misusedina mathematicalsetting. Another reason for the difficulty of
mathematics for deaf children is the use of symboliclanguage,alone or in mathematical sequences
such as I:I:,nn and lIo. The interpretation for moreexact use of such terms as similar,difference,
dividend and derivative will rely on any particular interpreter's mathematical knowledgeand
transliteration ability.
Spelke and others contend that we all have mathematical potential, and that rather than
mathematical variance between genders beinga nature problem,this is instead a nurture problem.
Consideringthe minimalstatistical difference between deaf boys and girls, Powers, Gregory &
Thoutenhofdconcludethat the results suggested mathematicsproblemsinvolvespatial thinking,which
is availableto allof us to somedegree. If boysand girls are equallycapableof spatial thinking,then
what attitudes do we bring to the classroom that continue to influence students' exposure to
mathematics and the teachers' methods of instruction?
VinceDanielesaid it best ten years ago,"preparingstudents for the workplaceis onlyonegool c,
of literacy.. Educators face the reality that deaf students have traditionally struggled with
qualitative literacy, therefore wemaydisarmthe myththat deaf students havemoredifficulty with
mathematics than their hearingpeers if they have the tools (i.e., language). Danieleconcludesthat
"mathematics can be characterized by the language, and we use the language to quantify concepts and
express various relationships.. Therefore, based on Chomsky'scritical period for language
developmentand Spelke'score knowledgeresearch, there is nodoubt earlier is better. Additionally,
languageis such an integral part of mathematics it appears to this author that incontrast to what
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Hillegeist and Epstein report in 1987, we now know that the nature of the language effect is
completely clear. A mathematics student must know more than only the specific mathematical
meaningsto acquire the languageof mathematics and to be a proficient problem solver. However, the
culmination of this research indicates a question remains unanswered. Is it possible that there exists
a critical period, during which if students are not exposed to the languageof mathematics, that the
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used for temporal relations
Comprehendsmost familial
terms
Creates abstract definitions
Uses conventionalform
definitions
Understands psychological
states described with
physicalterms
Uses stress
contrasts
Comprehends proverbs
Comprehendsat used for
temporal relations
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shifting rules
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Sustains abstract
topics
Uses adverbial
conjuncts other-
wise, anyway,
therefore and
however;
disjuncts really &
probably
Uses sarcasm &
doublemeanings
Deliberate use of
metaphors
Cantake others
perspective &
accepts others'
knowledgediffers
